
ICRP Comprehensive Database
The ICRP comprehensive database is a library of studies funded by cancer research organizations from around the globe, including Australia, 
Canada, France, Japan, Netherlands, United Kingdom and the United States. Collectively, it houses over $70 billion in cancer research studies 
from 137 distinct organizations, and is a powerful conduit to facilitate collaboration between organizations and avoid duplication.  

An Invaluable Partnership
CHILDHOOD CANCER RESEARCH DATA SHARING INITIATIVE

ICRP Growth by the Numbers
icrpartnership.org

icrpartnership.org/map

Unique Features
  Comprehensive Structured Search Functionality 
Users can easily search childhood cancer projects by year, organization, city, 
country, CSO, cancer type, keyword, project type, PI Name, or even research 
awards using defined criteria, etc.

  Mapping Interface – NEW! 
Statistical layers allow partners to quickly see project locations around the world.

  Future Funding Tab  
This unique tab shows upcoming projects being funded. Currently there are 238 
childhood cancer projects starting after 2020. This type of foresight can be used to 
predict future trends and facilitate proactive collaboration between organizations.

  Analytical Tools 
This function provide access to funding data that can be viewed, exported in 
Excel or downloaded to charts to help organizations analyze the international 
portfolio for strategic planning purposes.

  Networking Tool 
CAC2 Members have access to a members-only blog to share best practices and 
educational materials, answer questions, exchange documents, etc.

   Topic-specific Data Reports 
CAC2 Members have access to a library of data reports published by the 
ICRP, which highlight specific information by institute, funding organization, 
researcher, funding amount, etc. In these reports, partners can view project 
abstracts, create benchmark analyses of cancer research funding, and track 
funding trends of international cancer research.

The ICRP database contains data 

on more than 105,000 grants from 

137 institutes and organizations, 

totaling over $70 billion and is 

expanding every month.

The International Cancer Research Partnership (ICRP) is a unique alliance of cancer research organizations 

that shares funding information to enhance global collaboration and strategic coordination of research 

between individual researchers and organizations.

+
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Share Your Funded Research Projects

Since 2015, almost 40% of CAC2 Research 
Member organizations have contributed 850+ 
scientific research projects to the ICRP database, 
which represents 16% of all childhood cancer 
projects in the database. 

With additional data submissions, the ICRP will paint a more 
accurate picture of childhood cancer research across the world.  
YOUR continued contributions also ensure that the broader 
cancer research community recognizes the importance of 
childhood cancer research.

All CAC2 members are encouraged to 
submit their funded research projects to ICRP. 

SUBMIT YOUR DATA  
OR ASK A QUESTION 

Conduct Your Own Research

Through comprehensive data search  
and analysis capabilities, CAC2 members 
uncover powerful insights and gain a  
deeper understanding of:  

»  Trends in cancer research funding

»  Research areas being funded (CSO), e.g. clinical, basic, 
translational, survivorship, etiology, etc.

»  Funding profiles across different countries and organizations

»  Gaps in funding for certain types of cancer research

»  Ideas for maximizing research efforts

»  Identifying opportunities for strategic collaboration between 
funding organizations

Watch a webinar to learn how to easily 
navigate the ICRP database*  

* This webinar also includes an overview of data caveats and restrictions, 
as well as links to further resources.

Visit cac2.org/analyzing-the-international-
cancer-research-portfolio-icrp  
to watch the webinar

Email research@cac2.org

Engage this Unprecedented Resource

ACCESS YOUR ICRP DATABASE

cac2.org  |  icrpartnership.org

Follow the below steps to register:  

1   Go to ICRPartnership.org
2   Click “Login”
3   Click “Register” at the bottom
4   Follow instructions (if your organization is not listed:  

select “CAC2-Coalition Against Childhood Cancer”)
5   You will be contacted by ICRP within 2 business days  

when your application is approved.

  You are ready to start exploring the ICRP database!

Request a data submission form or  
ask us for help in submitting your projects!

NAVIGATE THE 
ICRP DATABASE

FREE ACCESS for 
CAC2 Members!
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